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Abstract
Web services requests are larger than requests encoded with binary protocol. The extra size is really an issue in either low speed connections or extremely busy connections. Traditional Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) replication mechanism can be used to mitigate the threats to the Web Service Business Activities (WS-BA) coordination service. The present lightweight BFT algorithms mitigate the threats and avoid the runtime overhead associated with traditional BFT algorithm. Some of the problem found in present system is less security, low performance and less data availability. The cloud coordination service should be replicated the service in order to achieve high availability and data integrity of the service and also provide the cloud storage this cloud storage provides as a service to storage consumers. Also, the load balancing algorithm is used for cloud computing. It benefits to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource consumption ratio, therefore improving the overall performance and resource utility of the system.
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I. Introduction
The paradigm of distributed computing was born when the emergence of computer networks. The web applications are divided into two parts. The first part is the client initiating a distributed activity and the second part is server, it carry out the distributed activity from the client. The bottlenecks should be minimized in this decentralized host by using distributed computing that is the workload should be distributed across multiple systems. This is used to provide flexibility to the unknown centralized hosts. Some of the issue should be arises in this two-tier architecture so overcome this issues, newly introducing the three-tier architecture. This new introducing architecture is called as Middle tier. This tier contains the business logic and dealing with the data and so separate the application part into presentation part. It also provides the system Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is used to communicate between the distributed applications. Now present, the web service consists of three type of middleware. These types are Distributed Component Model (DCOM), COBRA and RMI.

There is a rising expectation to the potential capability of cloud systems as an IT infrastructure that will help to create new values [1]. If cloud systems are to be applied towader areas, such as the core business of enterprises, e-administration and other social infrastructure services, it will be required to reflect certain end-to-end service value cover not only the computing resources of cloud systems but also the networks involved, and to chance requests for consistency as well as compliance, governance etc. and needs for power saving.

When services are providing by a single cloud system (some time called as single cloud), an unanticipated level of overload (traffic flow from the Internet), or a normal tragedy may demand to complement reserved resources [2]. However, reserved resources believed by a single cloud are commonly restricted, and capability of a single cloud to stay services may reach limits. Appropriate to create the cloud system to be capable to stay to fulfill difficulties for guaranteed quality of service convenience and performance, even in such cases, it is necessary to establish that cloud systems supplement each other for example to obtain resources from other cloud systems by collaborating with other cloud system (called as inter-cloud) linked via broadband networks.

So far, single cloud provider has been organizing cloud system based on each provider’s exclusive conditions. Regularization the interfaces among systems will support inter-clouds computing, which can be responsible for more trustworthy and higher-quality cloud services than a single cloud system. As a result, it is estimated to stimulate the happenings of culture as a whole, including business and administrative activities.

Load balancing is one of the methods of computer networking for allocating the workload across multiple system or computers such as computer cluster. The aim of Load balancing is to increase resource use, increase throughput, reduce response time, and reduce overload of any one of the resources in computer cluster [3].

Using single components alternatively to use multiple components with load balancing may be optimizing reliability. Server Farm is one of the commonly used applications in load balancing that is to provide a service from multiple servers in single internet services. The collection of computer server is known as server farm or server clusters. Server farm have backup servers so it can easily recover the data or service even after failure of primary server. Cluster computing is one of the applications of server farm. The cluster computing is established to increase the performance and improve the availability over a single computer. It is a set of computer that is loosely or tightly connected together so that the information should be viewed in single system.

II. The Web Service Business Activity
A Web Service is a method that communicates between client and server application over the Internet using open protocol. The web services are creating more and more business activities and then transforming into distributed computing environment.

The Web Service Business Activity (WS-BA) specification was used to create and to enable the web service to participate site in long running application. This WS-BA specification is loosely coupled transaction to the web service. This type of transaction is mostly used for modeling business application. For example, work flow system, the execution engine is responsible only for the coordinating the participants in the business logic as per rule defined in business process.

The business activity is a set of initiator, coordinator and one or more participants. The initiator is used to start the business activities and also terminate the business activities. The coordinator components consist of registration service, activation service, coordinator service, completion service [4]. When participants invoke to the web service, initiator create a web service business activity for the particular request from the participants. Then the coordinator component check whether the created business
activity is propagated to the web service and also check whether it’s terminated predefined policy or not.

The coordination service of the business activities should be replicated because to achieve high availability of services and high integrity of the service. The coordination services are tightly coupled to the web services. So the lack of well-defined interface between the application and coordinator requires coordination service that is built into the application. The participant have trust the coordination services. The coordination service contains all the state notifications and records all the state changes. Using coordination context, the initiator increases the business activity to the participants according their request. In business application the workflow engine provide the WS-BA coordination services. This coordination services will enable the web service environment without workflow engines to create a web service, to coordinate between initiator and participate in long running application.

An initiator of a web service business activity is to communicate with the coordinator of the web service business activity by using the WS-BA specification. This specification does not specific any standard way for communication. So it has the coordinator replication for Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT). The BFT framework support byzantine fault model in client server applications. Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) replication is used to reduce danger of attack from the web application with high security.

The Byzantine fault is an arbitrary fault that caused by both omission failures and commitment failures during the execution of the program or algorithm by a distributed system. The omission failure means break down failures, failing to receive a request or failing to send a response [5]. The commitment failure occurs when processing a request inaccurately, mortifying local state and/or sending an inconsistent response to request. The system may respond in an unpredictable way when a Byzantine failure has occurred, unless it is designed to have Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT).

Byzantine Fault Tolerance is a sub field of failures tolerance. The main objective of BFT is that protect against Byzantine failures in which components of a system fails does not dependence on any procedure or algorithm. BFT requires 3f+1 based on replication. f refers to faulty. All server replicas reach agreement on the Byzantine faulty replicas and clients such as achieved by ensuring BFT. This agreement referred as Byzantine agreement.

A. WS-Business Activity Protocol

The coordination services are specified by the WS-BA standard. This coordination consists of several atomic transaction defines in long running transaction. The processing of request should be taken some more time that is this coordination type processing requires human interaction. This means that roll-back function cannot be realized by a un-do. Alternatively a un-do need an advanced recompense mechanism involved in business logic. For example, in booking application the cancelling of booking need this advanced recompense mechanism that include the billing of cancellation fees.

The business activity coordination type has the following attribute characterize transactions:

1. During transaction time, all the state changes should be recorded.
2. The coordinator and the participant should have the recognition state because the message has the acknowledged.
3. It does not allow the combine message because each message should be send individually.

The WS-BA permit the nesting transaction that is nesting business activity may be including another business activity or transaction. This nesting transaction is used to preventing and handling the error that precede a failure from the parent transaction. The best example is supply of product components. If one of the nested transaction should get fails means immediately another transaction may be able to serve the service.

B. The Byzantine Agreement with Authentication

Already known that assumption required for authentication mechanism that use “signed messages” in Byzantine agreement protocols sometimes get fails if these assumptions may be violated.

A. State Machine approach is a basic requirement for replicated processors in fault tolerant systems to achieve agreement to values of single-source data. The Oral message is known as new introducing protocols. This oral message protocol is used to add the authentication with additional resilience is obtained and also does not require the assumptions about the security of authentication.

The oral messages assumptions are as following:

A1: Every message should be sent between the Non faulty processors and is correctly delivery.
A2: The receiver knows that who send the messages.
A3: To detect the absence of a message.

Here, Number of participants called as “Processor”. The communication media that is communication media between one processor to another processor called as “Transmitter”. Receiving message is called as “Receiver”.

All the Byzantine agreement protocols consider of two rounds. In first round, the value should be sends to all other processors from the transmitter. In second round, the processor exchanges the received values among themselves. This exchange is used to detect inconsistencies of receiving values.

III. Related Work

A. Existing System

In the present of WS-BA, the web application and internet should become important things in now days [16], [17], the WS-BA is used to interact between multiple enterprises. The WS-Trust specification attentions on the expenditure of security tokens and permits within the framework of web services, whereas, in this paper, to motivate on the high-availability and high integrity features of load balancing of web service business activities.

BFT has been of great investigation importance for the last few years. The inspiring study of this field is that of Lamport et al. [21], who established that four replicas are necessary to accept one Byzantine faulty replica (three replicas do not suffice) and, more generally, that 3f + 1 replicas are necessary to accept f Byzantine faulty replicas. Other important influences to Byzantine agreement/ consensus around the same time were prepared by Dolev et al. Consequently, several sets of investigators established Byzantine fault-tolerant group communication systems [6], [19], [23], [26], [27], for standard distributed applications.

All of above systems should send a message in total order at the destinations. In compare, lightweight BFT algorithm for trustworthy coordination of WS-BA sends message in source order, i.e., it sends the sender sent order, not send total order at the destinations. It organizes so by take advantage of the state model.
of the WS-BA specification. The PBFT agreement algorithm [5] of Castro and Liskov describes that among one of the replicas as the primary and the other replicas taking as the backup. The PBFT algorithm includes three stages to order a request. These stages are pre-prepare phase, prepare phase, and commit phase. It also contains an opinion change algorithm that concludes a new primary, if the current primary is judged to be faulty. Kihlstrom et al. [20] designated a BFT consensus algorithm. Their BFT algorithm for making compromise activates in three rounds, and uses a coordinator to select the compromise value and Byzantine fault indicators to discover faults in the coordinator and other processes. The application of BFT techniques to transactional systems was first informed by Mohan et al. [20]. They develop the two-phase commit protocol by accomplishment Byzantine agreement on the consequence of an atomic transaction among all of the nodes in a root cluster.

In recent times, we reentered this problem and suggested a more well-organized solution for atomic transactions by controlling the Byzantine agreement to only the coordinator replicas. Garcia-Molina et al. [15] have realistic Byzantine agreement to distributed database systems, in particular, for distributing transactions to processing nodes. However coordination of atomic transactions tolerates some resemblance to coordination of business activities, there are more number of substantial changes.

In atomic transactions, the coordinator and the participants are closely coupled. Any participant can individually terminate a transaction. Furthermore, the coordinator can select on the consequence of the transaction, established on the votes together in the two-phase commit protocol. Even Though, in business activities, the outcome is complete especially by the initiator permitting to the business logic to faulty participant potency be able to use some impact on, but not resolve on, the outcome of the business activity.

These features require the practice of a lightweight BFT solution for the load balancing of WS-BA, as described in this paper. The application of BFT techniques to web services has been described in [24]. Although the results suggested could be used to keep the coordination services of WS-BA beside Byzantine faults, they are without cause costly. By allowing for the state model of the WS-BA coordination services, lightweight BFT algorithm added only one additional round of message exchange for each request on the coordinator abort from that of two or more additional rounds of message exchange required in [24].

**B. Proposed System**

The initiator searches the web service for an offer, from which it receives a reply, and then it searches the data integrity web service from which it receives a reply. Next, it invokes the coordinator service to create token for the participants. Using the invitation token, it uploads a data and downloads data. On receiving a token request from the initiator, the web service registers with the registration service; similarly the data integrity web service registers with the registration service. The initiator sends a Complete Participants message to the coordinator service. The coordinator sends an acknowledgment to the initiator as soon as it has sent a complete message to the participant services of the web service and data integrity web services without waiting to receive their completed messages.
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The Activation service creates a Coordinator object and a web service context for all web services. Basically, the Activation service haves like a factory object that creates Coordinator objects. The Activation service is used for all data process in business activity. It is provided by a single object, which is replicated in BFT framework. When web service is activated, a Coordinator object is created. The Coordinator object provides the Registration service, the Completion service and the Coordinator service. The web service context contains a unique storage id and an endpoint reference for the Registration service, and is included in all request Messages sent during the cloud storage. The Coordinator object is replicated in our BFT framework shown in fig 1.1.

On the Coordinator-side, the services comprise:

- Registration service: The Registration service allows the Participants and the Initiator to register their endpoint references.
- Completion service: The Completion service allows the Initiator to signal the start of the distributed commit.
- Coordinator service: The Coordinator service runs the 2PC protocol, which ensures atomic commitment of the distributed cloud storage.

**IV. Conclusion**

Several companies, for example Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and Apple, are now proposing cloud services. Some of them might offer coordination services used for web services in the cloud. Such coordination services could permit smaller companies to propose combined web services to offer value-added services to their customers without having to invest heavily in computing infrastructures.

The Coordinator object is replicated in our BFT framework. The cloud coordination service should be replicated the service in order to achieve high availability and data integrity of the service and also provide the cloud storage this cloud storage provides as a service to storage consumers. Also, the load balancing algorithm is used for cloud computing. It benefits to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource consumption ratio, therefore improving the overall performance and resource utility of the system.
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